
W e took a wrong turn as we approached Ikoma. Tired after a long
day negotiating the sloping paths of rocks and dusty gullies, we
simply forgot our own rule of always using both app and map. We

followed a ranger’s suggested shortcut down a ridiculously rocky, steep and
slightly perilous track across the Grumeti. Yet that evening sitting around
the fire with our brother Stephano, we were glad for the detour, remembering
the excited band of children who guided us down to the Tirani village.

Cosmos taking confession of faith from
Kirobi with Iraqw village elder

of the unexpected

First of three groups of believers in Tirani
who obey the One gospel proudly holding up

their Swahili Bibles

TIRANI: REMOTE AND RAW
Sure it can be hot, tiring and stressful driving
in a 4x4 across Tanzania, but then comes the
feeling of contentment when everything falls
in place; you have challenged yourself with a
few scars and bruises, and that is wonderful.
The Iraqw elder, Kirobi, makes a concoction
from the Sodom apple and gives it to Cosmos
for his toothache. The same muti is used for
chest and stomach pains while its leaves are
used as toilet paper.
Large crowds throng around the truck while
Cosmos and I instruct from the Scriptures
and show the difference between Christ’s
church and the Seventh Day Adventist. Many
questions regarding Sabbath worship, foot
washing and millennialism are addressed.
The village men all discuss the teaching,
coming to a consensus that the truth has
been taught. 68 men and women obey and
are baptised into Christ.              
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Edwini, wife of Kirobi, follows her husband’s
example and is baptised for forgiveness of
her sins

The truck is parked at
the waterhole and
crowds throng around
to hear the gospel

Mussa, son of Kirobi, follows his father’s
example and becomes a disciple of Christ
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